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Terminal guidanceAbstract Target motion modes have a close relationship with the relative orientation of missile-to-
target in three-dimensional highly maneuvering target interception. From the perspective of rela-
tionship between the sensor coordinate system and the target body coordinate system, a basic model
of sensor is stated and the deﬁnition of relative angular velocity between the two coordinate systems
is introduced ﬁrstly. Then, the three-dimensional analytic expressions of relative angular velocity
for different motion modes are derived and simpliﬁed by analyzing the inﬂuences of target centroid
motion, rotation around centroid and relative motion. Finally, the relationships of the relative
angular velocity directions and values with motion modes are discussed. Simulation results validate
the rationality of the theoretical analysis. It is demonstrated that there are signiﬁcant differences of
the relative orientation in different motion modes which include luxuriant information about
motion modes. The conclusions are signiﬁcant for the research of motion mode identiﬁcation,
maneuver detection, maneuvering target tracking and interception using target signatures.
ª 2014 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
Recently, the maneuverability of the new aircraft is surpris-
ingly improved with the development of aviation weapons,
e.g., the unmanned aircraft, the supersonic cruise missile and
so on. Compared to the traditional targets, these new ones
are more threatening for the missile defense system. They makethe interceptor missiles have only a marginal maneuverability
advantage against them. Successful interception of such targets
requires a very small miss distance or even a direct hit. It is
demonstrated in Refs.1–5 that the way to reduce the estimation
delay, especially the estimation delay of the target acceleration,
without losing the estimation accuracy is the key to improve
the performance of highly maneuvering target interception in
terminal guidance applications.
To solve this problem, a lot of methods have been proposed
concerning the precise detection (information ﬁeld) and the
precise control (control ﬁeld) such as the new sensor systems
or estimation techniques6,7 and the new guidance laws which
are not sensitive to the estimation delay,2–5 etc. In the last dec-
ade, the integrated feature or feature aided design of estimator
and guidance law combine these aspects of technology
Fig. 1 Basic conﬁguration of seeker system.
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mance with regard to the estimation delay of the target accel-
eration.8–11 The relative orientation of missile-to-target is a key
relationship in aforementioned researches which associates the
target motion modes with the dynamic signatures. This rela-
tionship makes it feasible to detect a maneuver and identify
different motion modes by using features. It also provides a
theoretical basis for imaging and parameter estimation of the
maneuvering target.
In the conventional study of inverse synthetic aperture
radar (ISAR) imaging, a simple turntable model is commonly
used.12 The effective rotation angular velocities are approxi-
mated as the changing rates of the attitude angles to illustrate
the relative orientation. It does not involve the theoretical
analysis of the relationship between the motion modes and
the relative orientation. In Ref.13, the author analyzes the
application of aerial target tracking using a ground-based
radar. The changing rates of the attitude angles are derived
when the target takes the centroid motions such as constant
velocity (CV), constant acceleration (CA) and constant turn
(CT). The certainty relationships of the changing rates of atti-
tude angles versus motion modes and the changing rates of
attitude angles versus signatures are presented, respectively.
However, only the sensor or target taking a unilateral motion
in two dimensions is analyzed in the above researches. In the
three-dimensional maneuvering target interception scenes, the
relative motion of missile-to-target is a complex nonlinear pro-
cess. The elevation plane and the azimuth plane are cross-cou-
pled. From the perspective of motion modes identiﬁcation, the
two-dimensional analytical method is not applicable to the
three dimensional scene.
Furthermore, the transient phase of the aerodynamic
moment gets balanced when maneuvering is usually ignored
in the above analysis. In other words, only the inﬂuence of cen-
troid motion on the relative orientation is analyzed disregard
for the rotation around the centroid. For the target controlled
by the pure aerodynamic force or hybrid controlled by aerody-
namic and direct force, the rotation around centroid will be
activated when maneuvering occurs. During this phase, the
attitude changes caused by the rotation around centroid are
much larger than the centroid motion. On the other hand,
the rotation around centroid has a close relationship with
the maneuver direction and intensity. It is signiﬁcant to con-
duct investigations on maneuver detection and motion mode
identiﬁcation. The object of this paper is to formulate the
three-dimensional analytic relationship between the relative
orientation of missile-to-target and motion modes. The deriva-
tion is based on the explicit analysis of the relationship
between the sensor coordinate system and the target body
coordinate system during the highly maneuvering target
interception.Fig. 2 Relative orientation between Sb and Sl.2. Description of relative orientation of missile-to-target
A commonly used conﬁguration in seeker systems is depicted
in Fig. 1. The rotation between the sensor coordinate system
Ss and the line-of-sight (LOS) coordinate system Sl is given
by the Euler angles (ex; ey; ez). Taking the radar sensor as an
example, the angles are deﬁned as follows: ex is the polariza-
tion rotation angle of antenna relative to the horizontally
polarized reference plane, and the ey; ez are the pointing errorsof elevation and azimuth, respectively. For the sake of simplic-
ity only the xl axis of Sl is shown in Fig. 1.
Usually, the pointing error ey and ez can be measured by
comparing the amplitudes or phases of the signal from the
sum and difference channels in the monopulse radar sensor.
In the optical sensor, ey and ez can be accomplished by detect-
ing the pixel deviation of the target in the image. During the
terminal guidance phase, ey and ez are usually in order of mil-
liradian. For the radar sensor, it is proved in Ref.8 that the
effect on amplitude and phase of the signal can be ignored
which is caused by pointing errors. This conclusion can also
be applied to the optical sensor. Moreover, the rolling of the
missile can be considered to be stable during the terminal guid-
ance phase. So in the following analysis, we assume
ex ¼ ey ¼ ez ¼ 0, that is, Ss and Sl are coincident.
The relative orientation between the target body coordinate
system Sb and Sl is illustrated in Fig. 2, which are three consec-
utive rotations w, h, / about the zyx axis, respectively, of Sb to
carry it into coincidence with the scattering coordinate system
Sc. Because Sc can be accomplished by a rotation 180 about
the zl axis from Sl, w, h and / show the relative orientation
between Sb and Sl, which are also referred to as posture or atti-
tude angles of the target.
For the optical sensor, the variation of w, h, / can change
the projection of target in the imaging plane. For example, the
change of / can result in rotation of image. For the radar sen-
sor, / is the polarization rotation angle of antenna relative to
the target polarized reference plane, and w, h represent the azi-
muth and elevation positions of radar in Sb. Both w, h, / and
their change rates have inﬂuences on the radar signature of tar-
get.8 In the ﬁelds of radar imaging and signature analysis, the
relative angular velocities vector [xlb]l between Sb and Sl (The
deﬁnition is given in Appendix A) is commonly used to repre-
sent the relationship between the change of the target attitude
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satisfy the following relation:
½xlbl ¼ xl  ½xbl ¼
xxlb
xylb
xzlb
2
64
3
75
l
¼
 _/þ _w sin h
 _h cos/ _w cos h sin/
_w cos h cos/ _h sin/
2
64
3
75
l
ð1Þ
where xl is the relative angular velocity from inertial coordi-
nate system Si to Sl, [xb]l is the relative angular velocity from
Si to Sb which is expressed in Sl. In radar imaging,
12 ½xlb?l is
usually named after effective rotation angular velocities which
is the component of [xlb]l perpendicular to LOS. It determines
the radar imaging plane (perpendicular to ½xlb?l ) and the lat-
eral resolution (inversely proportional to j½xlb?l j). Therefore,
it has luxuriant information of the target attitude in radar sig-
nature and image. We can extract the information about [xlb]l
by analyzing the image and signature. Furthermore, if it is
proved that there are signiﬁcant differences of [xlb]l that can
be resolved in different target motion modes (such as CV, hor-
izontal plane CT, vertical plane CT and so on), we can identify
the target motion modes through image or signature. Hence,
the purpose of this paper is to analyze the relationship between
[xlb]l and the target motion modes.
3. Relative angular velocity between Sb and Sl
During the derivation of [xlb]l in the three dimension guidance
law14,15 and in Ref.13, the rotation around centroid is usually
ignored based on the ‘‘instantaneous equilibrium hypothesis’’.
That is, the target velocity and body coordinate system are
coincident so that the target motion relative to the LOS is only
related to the centroid motion. Meanwhile, it is usually
assumed that the maneuvering dynamics of target can be
approximated by the ﬁrst-order transfer function:
_aðtÞ ¼ a
c  aðtÞ
s
ð2Þ
where ac is the commanded acceleration of the target, s is the
time constant, and the setup time of acceleration is deﬁned as
th  4  5s. For the ﬁxed-wing target which is controlled by
the pure aerodynamic force, the acceleration is produced byFig. 3 Principle of azimuth maneuthe aerodynamic force which is generated by the rotation
around centroid such as changing the attack angle a, sideslip
angle b or roll angle /v. The degree of the attitude change
caused by this procedure is signiﬁcantly larger than the cen-
troid motion. Unfortunately, this conclusion is usually
neglected in the previous research. It is noteworthy that we
are only interested in the lateral escape maneuvering here,
which changes the direction of velocity.
Now, taking the target launching coordinate system as the
inertial coordinate system Si, and Eq. (1) can be rewritten as
½xlbl¼xl½xvlþ½xvl½xbl¼xlLliLivxvþLliLiv½xvbv
ð3Þ
where Liv is the coordinate transformation matrix from the
target velocity coordinate system Sv to Si, Lli is the coordinate
transformation matrix from Si to Sl. From Eq. (3), ½xlbl is
composed of three parts, viz., the relative angular velocity
½xvbv between Sb and Sv, the relative angular velocity xv
between Sv and Si ([xv]l is xv expressed in Sl) and the relative
angular velocity xl between Sl and Si. They represent the con-
tributions of the target rotation around centroid, the target
centroid motion and the relative motion of missile-to-target
to [xlb]l, respectively.
Usually, there are two maneuver manners for ﬁxed-wing
target: slip-to turn (STT) and bank-to-turn (BTT). Taking
the STT missile as an example, the inﬂuences of [xvb]v, xv
and xl on [xlb]l are discussed in the following subsections.
The analytical method of the STT target is also applicable to
the BTT target.
3.1. Derivation of ½xvbv andxv
For the STT missile, the value of velocity is considered to be
constant and the accelerations in elevation and azimuth are
produced respectively by changing the attack angle a and side-
slip angle b during the terminal guidance phase. The principle
of azimuth maneuver for a cross axisymmetric missile whose
aerodynamic conﬁguration is normal style is illustrated in
Fig. 3. Driving the ﬁn of azimuth rudder to deﬂect dz right-
wards (along the xb axis direction), the sideslip angle b is pro-
duced by the opposite operating force. This procedurever for STT missile (top view).
1498 S. Fan et al.corresponds to the acceleration setup when t < th in Eq. (2).
Similarly, the sideslip angle b can also be approximated by
the ﬁrst-order transfer function:
_bðtÞ ¼ b
c  bðtÞ
s
ð4Þ
where bc is determined by the aerodynamic coefﬁcients of
missile16:
bc ¼ mgnyc  57:3qsC
dz
y d
c
z
57:3qsCby
ð5Þ
In Eq. (5), m is the missile mass, nyc the overload along the
yb axis, q the dynamic pressure, s the reference forced area, d
c
z
the ﬁn deﬂection angle in the azimuth channel, Cdzy the lateral
force coefﬁcient for the azimuth ﬁn deﬂection angle, and Cby
the lateral force coefﬁcient for the sideslip angle. The azimuth
acceleration acy is produced by the lateral force Z when the
moments get balanced which are generated by the sideslip
angle and the ﬁn deﬂection angle. In the same way, we can
derive the angle of attack a when the target takes the elevation
maneuver. Consequently, we get
½xvbv ¼
xxb
xyb
xzb
2
64
3
75
v
¼
 _a sinb
 _a cos b
_b
2
64
3
75
v
ð6Þ
Moreover, since the rolling of STT target can be considered
to be stable, the target velocity coordinate system Sv and the
trajectory coordinate system Sk are coincident, viz., /v = 0.
We get
xv ¼
xxv
xyv
xzv
2
64
3
75
v
¼
 _v sin c
_c
_v cos c
2
64
3
75
v
ð7Þ
When Vt is constant, the target acceleration vector a, veloc-
ity vector vt and xv satisfy the following relation in Sv:
½av ¼ xv  ½mtv )
0
ayðtÞ
azðtÞ
2
64
3
75
v
¼
 _v sin c
_c
_v cos c
2
64
3
75
v

Vt
0
0
2
64
3
75
v
ð8Þ
For the yaw angle v , the ﬂight path angle c and a , the fol-
lowing relation can be derived:
_c ¼  azðtÞ
Vt
_v ¼ ayðtÞ
Vt cos cðtÞ
8><
>: ð9Þ
According to the above analysis, it is apparent that [xvb]v
and xv are correlative due to the constraint of the aerodynamic
force. Both the direction and value of them are different in dif-
ferent target motion modes. They include the information of
the motion modes such as maneuvering direction, maneuver-
ing intensity and so on. In Section 3, the relationship between
½xlbl and motion modes is discussed with the analysis of [xvb]v
and xv.
3.2. Approximate model of xl
The following equation is usually used to calculate the compo-
nents of xl in the study of the three-dimensional guidance
law14:€R Rðx2yl þ x2zlÞ ¼ atxl  amxl
R _xzl þ 2 _Rxzl þ Rxxlxyl ¼ atyl  amyl
R _xyl  2 _Rxyl þ Rxxlxzl ¼ atzl  amzl
8><
>: ð10Þ
where amzl ; a
m
yl ; a
m
zl
h iT
and atzl; a
t
yl; a
t
zl
h iT
are the accelerations of
missile and target in Sl, R the relative distance, _R the relative
velocity along the LOS, and €R the relative acceleration along
the LOS. Eq. (10) is an intercoupling differential equation.
To solve it, one needs to know the accelerations of missile
and target simultaneously. Since the guidance system is a com-
plicated nonlinear closed loop, it is difﬁcult to get the simple
analytic expression of the LOS angular velocity vector xl. So
we introduce the normalized zero-effort miss distance vector
~z , z=R2 here. The following approximate relation about
jx?l j and j~zj is given (x?l is the component of xl which is per-
pendicular to the LOS. The derivation is given in Appendix B.)
jx?l j ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2yl þ x2zl
q
 V
2
_R
j~zj  Vj~zj ð11Þ
where V is the relative velocity. From Eq. (11), jx?l j is propor-
tional to j~zj approximately. On the other hand, xl can be
rewritten by u and # which are two Euler angles of the rotation
from Si to Sl (u and # are also referred to as the LOS angles)
xl ¼
xxl
xyl
xzl
2
64
3
75
l
¼
 _u sin#
_#
_u cos#
2
64
3
75
l
ð12Þ
and we can also get
jxlj2 ¼ x2xl þ x2yl þ x2zl ¼ _#2 þ _u2
jx?l j2 ¼ x2yl þ x2zl ¼ _#2 þ _u2 cos2 #
ð13Þ
If the relative motion state is always zero-effort state, viz.,
~z ¼ 0, we get xl ¼ x?l ¼ 0. In real interception, target maneu-
vering, different guidance laws, initial geometry of missile-to-
target and the estimation error are all factors inﬂuencing ~z.
But ~z can be adjusted into a small range by guidance law dur-
ing the effective work time of the sensor such as the phase
when the relative distance exceeding the blind range of the
radar sensor. Therefore, compared to jxvj and j½xvbvj, jxlj
and jx?l j should be small values. That is exactly different from
the traditional ISAR imaging of moving targets. For example,
since only the target is moving in the traditional ISAR imag-
ing, we get the following relation in S1.
m ¼ _r ¼ _Rr^þ xl  r ) jmj ¼ jmtj ¼ j _Rj þ Rjx?l j ) jx?l j
¼ Vt  j
_Rj
R
¼ Vt  Vt cos 1ðtÞ
R
ð14Þ
where r is the LOS vector, r^ the LOS unit vector, m the relative
velocity vector, and 1ðtÞ the angle between the target velocity
vector mt and r. If the target motion mode is CV, we can get
the following result:
j _1ðtÞj ¼ jx?l j ð15Þ
From Eqs. (14) and (15), jx?l j is nonzero as long as 1ð0Þ is
nonzero. So we can still get the ISAR image of the target even
the motion mode is CV. But during the terminal guidance
phase, from Eqs. (3) and (11), ½xvbv ¼ xv ¼ 0 and
j½xlb?l j ¼ jx?l j is small when the motion mode is CV. So
j½xlb?l j may satisfy the conditions of imaging only when the
Three-dimensional analysis of relationship between relative orientation and motion modes 1499target takes the lateral maneuvering. This difference makes it
feasible to identify the motion modes from the radar image
and signature.
Therefore, xl can be modeled as a noise whose probability
distribution is Pðxl; kÞ during the terminal guidance phase. k is
given by the statistics of jxlj . It can also be approximated by
Eq. (11) based on j~zj which is estimated by the guidance perfor-
mances of different guidance laws. Otherwise, it is known from
Eq.(13) that _# and _u are also small which are the change rates
of the LOS angles. So Lli can be approximated as a constant
matrix Cl which is given by the initial LOS angle uð0Þ and
#ð0Þ:
Cl ¼
cos#ð0Þ cosuð0Þ cos#ð0Þ sinuð0Þ  sin#ð0Þ
 sinuð0Þ cosuð0Þ 0
sin#ð0Þ cosuð0Þ sin#ð0Þ sinuð0Þ cos#ð0Þ
2
64
3
75
ð16Þ
Overall, the expression of the relative angular velocity vec-
tor ½xlbl is given as
½xlbl ¼ xl  ð½xvl  ½xvblÞ
 xl  ClLivðxv  ½xvbvÞ
¼ Cl
cos c cos v  sin v sin c cos v
cos c sin v cos v sin c sin v
 sin c 0 cos c
2
64
3
75

 _a sin b
 _a cos b
_b
2
64
3
75
 _v sin c
_c
_v cos c
2
64
3
75
0
B@
1
CAþ xl
ð17Þ4. Relationship between ½xlbl and motion modes
4.1. ½xlbl in different motion modes
It is well-known that ½xvbv ¼ xv ¼ 0 when the target takes the
CV motion, viz., azðtÞ ¼ ayðtÞ ¼ 0. So ½xlbl is only determined
by xl which is produced by the relative motion
½xlbl ¼ xl ð18Þ
where xl  Pðxl; k0Þ, and Pðxl; k0Þ is the probability distribu-
tion function of xl in CV motion.
When the target takes the horizontal plane CT motion,
c ¼ 0 , _a ¼ 0 and ½xvbv , xv are in the same direction. Let
xt , ½xvbv  xv, which represents the information of the tar-
get motion modes. Substitute Eq. (16) into Eq. (17):
½xlbl ¼ xl  ð½xvl  ½xvblÞ  Clxt þ xl
¼ ð _b _vÞ
 sin#ð0Þ
0
cos#ð0Þ
2
64
3
75
l
þ xl ð19Þ
In the same way, it is expressed as follows when the target
takes the vertical plane CT motion
½xlbl ¼ xl  ð½xvl  ½xvblÞ
 Clxt þ xl
¼ ð _a _cÞ
cos#ð0Þ sinuð0Þ
cosuð0Þ
sin#ð0Þ sinuð0Þ
2
64
3
75þ xl
ð20ÞIn Eqs. (19) and (20), xl  Pðxl; k1Þ, where Pðxl; k1Þ is the
probability distribution function of xl in horizontal and verti-
cal plane CT motion, respectively.
Comparing the differences of Eqs. (18)–(20), some conclu-
sions are drawn: when the target takes the CV motion, the rel-
ative orientation is only perturbed by the LOS; when the target
takes the CT motion, a; b; v; c and the change rates of them are
all factors inﬂuencing the relative orientation. In the next sub-
section, the relationship between ½xlbl and motion modes is
discussed based on these three expressions.
4.2. Discussion
j½xlblj and j½xlb?l j are analyzed ﬁrstly. According to Eqs. (18)–
(20), the expressions of j½xlblj and j½xlb?l j in different motion
modes are given as follows:
j½xlbljCV ¼ jxlj
j½xlb?l jCV ¼ jx?l j
(
ð21Þ
j½xlbljHCT  jxtj þ jxlj
j½xlb?l jHCT  cos#ð0Þjxtj þ jx?l j
(
ð22Þ
j½xlbljVCT  jxtj þ jxlj
j½xlb?l jVCT ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 sin2 uð0Þ cos2 #ð0Þ
q
 jxtj þ jxlj
8><
>: ð23Þ
where subscript CV, HCT and VCT denote the CV motion,
horizontal plane CT motion and vertical plane CT motion,
respectively. As noted in Section 2.2, both jxlj and jx?l j are
very small compared to jxtj . Therefore, ignoring the inﬂuence
of jxlj and jx?l j in Eqs. (22) and (23), j½xlblj is approximately
equal to jxtj and the relationship between j½xlb?l j and jxtj
depends on uð0Þ and #ð0Þ which are determined by the initial
geometry.
During the terminal phase, it is usually accepted that the
initial geometry satisﬁes the restriction of ‘collision triangle’
under the condition of small zero effort miss (ZEM). In other
words, uð0Þ and #ð0Þ can be calculated in real time based on
the geometrical relationship of LOS vector, missile velocity
vector and target velocity vector. So we can extract the infor-
mation about jxtj directly by analyzing j½xlblj and j½xlb?l j.
Moreover, compared to Eq. (21), when the target takes the
CV motion, j½xlblj and j½xlb?l j are much smaller than that
when target takes the plane CT motion. j½xlblj and j½xlb?l j
are distinctly different in different motion modes which pro-
vide the feasibility for maneuver detector design using j½xlblj
and j½xlb?l j.
Then we analyze the direction of ½xlbl. Let azimuth angle
\A and elevation angle \E of ½xlbl in Sl represent the direc-
tion of ½xlbl, we get
\A ¼ arctan ½xlblð2Þ½xlblð1Þ
\E ¼ arctan ½xlblð3Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð½xlblð1ÞÞ2 þ ð½xlblð2ÞÞ2
q
8>><
>>:
ð24Þ
Taking the horizontal plane CT motion as an example, the
expressions of \A and \E are
Table 1 Parameters of simulation environment.
Fig. 5 Block diagram of simulation environment.
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CV
A ¼ arctanxlð2Þ
xlð1Þ
\
CV
E ¼ arctan xlð3Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðxlð1ÞÞ2 þ ðxlð2ÞÞ2
q
8>>><
>>:
ð25Þ
\
HCT
A arctan xlð2Þsin#ð0Þð _b _vÞþxlð1Þ
\
HCT
E arctan ð
_b _vÞcos#ð0Þþxlð3Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½ð _v _bÞsin#ð0Þþxlð1Þ2þðxlð2ÞÞ2
q
8>>><
>>:
ð26Þ
From Eq. (26) we see that \A and \E include the informa-
tion about the direction of xt . However, it is always imprecise
to estimate the direction of xt through the direction of ½xlbl
due to the initial geometry error and xl . In other words, it
is difﬁcult to estimate the direction of xt under some condi-
tions. It is obvious that the azimuth angle \
xt
A of xt in Sl is
zero when #ð0Þ ¼ 0 . But from Eq. (26), the value of \
HCT
A is
random in ½180 ; 180  due to xl and the measure error of
#ð0Þ . It is meaningless to estimate the direction of xt through
the direction of ½xlbl in this condition.
At last, unlike ½xlbl , we take the following expression to
descript the direction of ½xlb?l
D ¼ sgnfð½xlb?l  ½mtkl Þ  ½mt?l g
 sgnf½a?l  ½mt?l g
ð27Þ
where sgnfg is the signum function; ½mt?l and ½mtkl denote the
components of mt which are perpendicular and parallel to the
LOS, respectively; ½a?l denotes the component of a which is
perpendicular to the LOS. (The derivation of Eq. (28) is
straight-forward.)
Fig. 4 illustrates the physical meaning of Eq.(28). D repre-
sents the geometrical relationship between mt and r: when
D ¼ 1, the angle 1 between mt and r increases as j½mt?l j
increases; when D ¼ 1, 1 decreases as j½mt?l j decreases. So
we can estimate the direction of the target lateral maneuver rel-
ative to the LOS by deciding the sign of D. Based on it, the
zero-effort miss distance can be estimated more accurately
which is already used in the design of estimator and guidance
law.11 However, when sgnf½a?l  ½mt?l g ¼ 0, the sign of D is
also random in f1; 0; 1g due to the initial geometry error,
estimation error of velocity and xl. Therefore, it is restrictedFig. 4 Physical meaning of D.for extracting the information of motion modes exactly from
the direction of ½xlb?l . The full expressions of D in different
motion modes are not given for brevity.
As can be seen in the discussion about direction and value
of ½xlbl and ½xlb?l , ½xlbl and ½xlb?l have a close relationship
with target motion modes. The luxuriant information of
motion modes can be extracted by analyzing them. It is signif-
icant for improving the performance of highly maneuvering
target interception in terminal guidance.
5. Simulations
In this section, we take an STT missile as an example. The
analysis and the derivation herein before of the relative orien-
tation is validated. The differences between different motion
modes are illustrated. For the acquisition of the target attitude
data, a simulation platform as illustrated in Fig. 5 is estab-
lished based on Simulink.12 The simulation parameters are
summarized in Table 1 and Table 2.The environment parame-
ters are as follows: R0 ¼ 4:5 km ; Tc ¼ 0:01 s; cð0Þ ¼ 0
#ð0Þ  Uð5 ; 30 Þ; uð0Þ  Uð30 ; 30 Þ.
5.1. Statistical analysis of xl and approximate error of Lli
Firstly, the rationality of the approximate model of xl is vali-
dated. The Monte Carlo simulation results of j~zj in different
motion modes under the imperfect information pattern are
illustrated in Fig. 6. In simulating the implementation of the
guidance law DGL/1, sets of 1000 Monte Carlo runs with
random noise, and random initial positions in each maneuver-Parameter Target Missile
Initial velocity Vt ¼ 450 m=s Vm ¼ 1050 m=s
Maximum acceleration amaxt ¼ 15g amaxm ¼ 30g
Response time st ¼ 0:2 s sm ¼ 0:2 s
Table 2 Estimation errors of simulation experiments.
Parameter Value
Initial geometry r# ¼ ru ¼ 5
Relative distance rd ¼ 1 m
Relative velocity rv ¼ 10 m=s
Target acceleration rat ¼ 1g
Missile acceleration ram ¼ 0:1g
Estimation delay Dest ¼ 0:2 s
Fig. 8 RMSE of approximation for Lli.
Fig. 6 Statistics of j~zj in different motion modes.
Three-dimensional analysis of relationship between relative orientation and motion modes 1501ing time tsw are used. The range of tsw is 0.2–2.8 s and
acy ¼ acz ¼ 15g. The target takes the CV motion when t < tsw,
and takes the three-dimensional CT motion when t > tsw.
From Fig. 5, it is clear that the ﬂuctuation of j~zj is more severe
when the target takes the three dimensional CT motion com-
pared to the CV motion. But j~zj is still very small in different
motion modes. It can be deduced from Eq. (11) that jxlj is
small too, which can be demonstrated by the simulation results
of Fig. 7. In Fig. 7, the comparison of jxvj , j½xvbvj and jxlj in
single simulation where tsw ¼ 0:5 s is shown. It is apparent that
compared to j½xvbvj and jxvj, jxlj is very small indeed.
Based on these results, it is demonstrated clearly that the
approximation of xl in Section 2.2 is reasonable. So xl can
be approximated by a noise in the following analysis. Assume
xxl, xyl and xzl are i.i.d. Gaussian white noise with zero mean,
r2 ¼ E½jxlj2=3, viz., xl  Nð0; diagðr2j ; r2j ; r2j ÞÞ, j¼ 0; 1 repre-
sent the CV and the three-dimensional CT motion, respec-
tively. Otherwise, note that j½xvbvj is much larger than jxvj
at the maneuver initial instant in Fig. 7. The j½xvbvj is the most
signiﬁcant factors inﬂuencing j½xlblj which is produced by the
rotation around centroid during this phase. So the relative ori-Fig. 7 Comparison of jxvj, j½xvbvj and jxlj.entation is not fully illustrated by j½xlblj if j½xlblj is only
approximated by jxvj. It loses the important information of
motion modes.
Secondly, the approximate error of Lli is discussed. Since
the norms of matrix are equivalent in 2Cnn, the Frobenius
norm is selected as the metric function of error:
kLli  ClkF ¼
Xn
j¼1
Xn
k¼1
jljk  cjkj2
 !1
2
ð28Þ
where ljk and cjk are the elements of Lli and Cl respectively. The
RMSE of approximation for Lli is shown in Fig. 8. The param-
eters of simulation is the same as Fig. 6, tsw ¼ 0:5 s. From
Fig. 8, the error of Lli which is approximate to Cl is very small
during the whole interception.
5.2. Comparative study of j½xlb?l j in different motion modes
According to the former analysis, the value of |½xlb?l | repre-
sents the target acceleration. In order to expatiate this problem
more clearly, we analyze it in a ISAR imaging scenario where
the following relationship is established.12
LR ¼ k
2j½xlb?l jDt
ð29Þ
where k is radar wavelength; Dt is imaging time and LR
denotes the lateral resolution. The means of maximum and
minimum value of LR when the target takes the horizontal
plane CT motion (acy ¼ 15g) and the vertical plane CT motion
(acz ¼ 15g) in different initial geometries are illustrated in
Tables 3 and 4, respectively. The sets of 1000 Monte Carlo sim-
ulation runs with independent random initial position (uð0ÞTable 3 Mean of maximum and minimum value of LR
(horizontal plane CT motion).
Table 4 Mean of maximum and minimum value of LR (vertical plane CT motion).
uð0ÞðÞ LRmax(m)/LRmin(m)
#ð0Þ ¼ 5 #ð0Þ ¼ 0 #ð0Þ ¼ 5 #ð0Þ ¼ 10 #ð0Þ ¼ 15 #ð0Þ ¼ 20 #ð0Þ ¼ 25 #ð0Þ ¼ 30
30 1.398/0.536 1.408/0.540 1.404/0.533 1.408/0.523 1.398/0.521 1.379/0.511 1.365/0.512 1.351/0.500
20 1.294/0.528 1.294/0.511 1.298/0.528 1.294/0.505 1.294/0.485 1.288/0.488 1.286/0.431 1.284/0.420
10 1.238/0.516 1.238/0.522 1.238/0.522 1.238/0.519 1.238/0.504 1.234/0.496 1.234/0.488 1.244/0.476
0 1.219/0.635 1.219/0.6112 1.219/0.598 1.219/0.596 1.219/0.588 1.219/0.576 1.219/0.555 1.219/0.576
10 1.238/0.511 1.238/0.499 1.238/0.524 1.238/0.513 1.238/0.513 1.234/0.486 1.234/0.495 1.234/0.482
20 1.298/0.499 1.294/0.495 1.298/0.499 1.294/0.495 1.290/0.512 1.290/0.510 1.388/0.516 1.379/0.520
30 1.408/0.582 1.408/0.582 1.408/0.568 1.408/0.568 1.398/0.568 1.402/0.577 1.399/0.547 1.351/0.542
1502 S. Fan et al.and #ð0Þ) and noise samples are used. k ¼ 8 mm, Dt ¼ 10 ms
and the estimation errors are summarized in Table 2. Due to
the lateral resolution is inversely proportional to j½xlb?l j from
Eq. (29), it is apparent from simulation results that the lateral
resolution caused by the severe changing of j½xlb?l j makes it
feasible for maneuvering target imaging.
5.3. Performance of maneuver direction identiﬁcation
Firstly, the performance of direction identiﬁcation of xt by
using the direction of ½xlbl is discussed. Taking the horizontal
plane CT motion (acy ¼ 15g) as an example, the variances of
the estimation errors of \
xt
A and \
xt
E using Eq. (26) in different
initial geometries are shown in Fig. 9. The parameters of sim-
ulation are the same as Section 4.2. From Fig. 9 we know that
the variances of the estimation errors of \
xt
A when
#ð0Þ 2 ½5 ; 5  is much larger than other initial geometries.
It is impossible to identify the direction of xt through the
direction of ½xlbl in this condition.To illustrate it more intui-
tively, the projection locations of ½xlbl in xlOyl plane when
#ð0Þ ¼ 0 are illustrated in Fig. 10 (100 Monte Carlo runs).
The true direction of xt is along the zl axis in this condition,
viz., \
xt
A ¼ 0 and \
xt
E ¼ 90 . But the directions of ½xlbl are
random in Fig. 10 due to xl and the measure errors of #ð0Þ.
Otherwise, from Fig. 9, although the inﬂuence of initial geom-
etries on \
xt
E is small, it is always imprecise to estimate \
xt
A and
\
xt
E which is coincident with the conclusion in Section 3.2.
At last, we evaluate the performance of maneuver direction
identiﬁcation using Eq. (27). We assume the value of xt is
known and approximate xl as a noise using the statistics inFig. 9 Variance of estimation errors of \
xt
A and \
xt
E using Eq.
(26) (horizontal plane CT motion).Section 4.1. The relative position between ½xlb?l and mt are
changed by altering the pair of u and # each time and the sign
of D is calculated directly by Eq. (27). In each calculation, the
estimation error of velocity and ½xlb?l are replaced by the
uncertainty of u and # whose characteristic is the same as
the initial geometry error in Table 2. The inﬂuence of xl is also
considered. Moreover, the normalized target lateral accelera-
tions in different LOS angles
Cðu; #Þ ¼ ½a
?
l ðu; #Þ
½al

 ð30Þ
is introduced as the cost factor to evaluate the performance of
maneuver direction identiﬁcation using Eq. (27), viz.,
Rðu; #Þ ¼ Cðu; #Þð1 Pðu; #ÞÞ ð31Þ
Where Pðu; #Þ denotes the success identiﬁcation probability,
and Rðu; #Þ denotes the corresponding risk for wrong identiﬁ-
cation.The distributions of Rðu; #Þ for horizontal plane CT
motions are depicted in Fig. 11 (1000 Monte Carlo runs). It
is noted that the logarithm of Rðu; #Þ , lgRðu; #Þ, are used
to describe the differences in different LOS angles clearly in
Fig. 11. It is apparent from Fig. 11 that Rðu; #Þ is larger when
# ¼ 	90 and u 2 ½5 ; 5 . That is because ½a?l is perpendic-
ular to ½mt?l under these two conditions which makes
sgnf½a?l  ½mt?l g  0. As noted in Section 3.2, the sign of D is
random in f1; 0; 1g due to xl and the uncertainty of u and
#. So the success identiﬁcation probability Pðu; #Þ is lower.
But when u ¼ 	90 and # 2 ½10 ; 10 , although ½a?l  0 also
makes sgnf½a?l  ½mT?l g  0, Rðu; #Þ is lower than the former
two conditions due to the small Cðu; #Þ. From the perspectives
of radar imaging and motion modes identiﬁcation, it isFig. 10 100 Monte Carlo runs for projections of ½xlbl in xlOyl
plane (horizontal plane CT motion, #ð0Þ ¼ 0 ).
Fig. 11 Distribution of Rðu; #Þ at different LOS angles (hori-
zontal plane CT motion).
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image or signature to identify the direction of target lateral
acceleration in these relative geometries. However, wrong iden-
tiﬁcation is harmless to the guidance performance due to the
slight lateral maneuver under the latter condition. Some simi-
lar conclusions can also be obtained when the target takes ver-
tical plane CT motion.
6. Conclusions
(1) Both the target rotation around centroid and centroid
motion are factors inﬂuencing the relative orientation
of missile-to-target due to the constraint of aerodynamic
force. At the maneuver initial instant, the orientation
changes caused by the rotation around centroid are
much larger than the centroid motion which is demon-
strated by theoretical analysis and simulation. It has a
close relationship with maneuver direction and intensity.
Using this information, we can expect that it will reduce
the delay of maneuver detection and motion mode iden-
tiﬁcation and improve the interception performance
signiﬁcantly.
(2) Unlike the traditional ISAR imaging, the change of LOS
which is caused by the relative motion can be adjusted
into a small range by guidance law in interception.
The condition of imaging may be satisﬁed only when
the target takes the lateral maneuver. That makes it fea-
sible to identify the motion modes by radar image or sig-
natures in terminal guidance. The approximate model of
xl based on the normalized zero-effort miss distance
vector simpliﬁes the analysis of LOS change and pro-
vides the theoretical basis for related research.
(3) The directions and values of ½xlbl and ½xlb?l are dis-
tinctly different in different motion modes. We can
extract the information about motion modes by analyz-
ing them. That makes it feasible to integrate features
such as the radar image into the estimator and guidance
law design. However, it is restricted for using the infor-
mation of ½xlbl and ½xlb?l due to the initial geometry
errors, estimation errors and LOS perturbation. In real
guidance application, the inﬂuence on signatures
analysis and motion modes identiﬁcation which arecaused by various errors should be analyzed carefully.
That is a more attractive work which will be presented
in the following papers by authors.
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tion of China (No. 61101186).Appendix A. Deﬁnition of the relative angular velocity between
the two coordinate systems
Let LAB be the transformation matrix from SB to SA:
LAB ,
lx
ly
lz
2
64
3
75 ðA1Þ
The expression of the relative angular velocity xAB from SB to
SA in SA is
17
½xABA ¼
xxAB
xyAB
xzAB
2
64
3
75
A
¼
h_ly; lzi
h_lz; lxi
h_lx; lyi
2
64
3
75
A
¼
_wx  _wz sinwy
_wy coswx þ _wz coswy sinwx
_wz coswy coswx  _wy sinwx
2
664
3
775
A
ðA2Þ
where ½A denote the expression of a vector in SA. For the sake
of simplicity, if the relative angular velocity from inertial coor-
dinate system to one coordinate system is expressed in its own
coordinate system, ½j can be ignored (j is the notation of the
coordinate system) such as ½xAiA , xAAppendix B. The derivation of jx?l j
Let r be the LOS vector and m be the relative velocity vector,
then the minimum miss distance vector z is18
z ¼ ðm  mÞr ðm  rÞm
m  m ¼
ðm  rÞ  m
m  m ðB1Þ
Otherwise, we have
m ¼ _r ¼ _Rr^þ xl  r ðB2Þ
Substituting Eq. (B2) into Eq. (B1), we have
z ¼ ð
_Rr^þ xl  rÞ  r ð _Rr^þ xl  rÞ
V2
ðB3Þ
where V ¼ jmj; let xl  r^ , ~xl, and substitute it into Eq. (B3)
z ¼
_RRð~xl  r r^Þ þ R2ð~xl  r ~xlÞ
V2
ðB4Þ
Let ~z , z=R2 be the normalized zero-effort miss distance
vector. substitute it into Eq. (B4) and get its module. Because
the two terms of numerator are perpendicular and ~xl ? r, we
have
1504 S. Fan et al.j~zj ¼
_Rj~xlj þ Rj~xlj2
V2
ðB5Þ
Solving j~xlj from Eq. (B5), we have
j ~xlj ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
_R2 þ 4j~zjRV2
q
 _R
2R
ðB6Þ
Using the Taylor approximation to expand
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
_R2 þ 4j~zjRV2
q
at j~zj ¼ 0 and substituting it into Eq. (B6), we have
j ~xlj ¼
_Rþ 2RV
2
_R
j~zj þ oðj~zjnÞ  _R
2R
¼ V
2
_R
j~zj þ oðj~zj
nÞ
2R
ðB7Þ
On the other hand, j ~xlj ¼ jx?l j where x?l is the component
of xl which is perpendicular to the LOS. Eq. (11) can be
obtained by ignoring the higher order inﬁnitesimal in Eq. (B7).
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